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Abstract 

The present works endeavors to plan and manufacture a setup 
that will have the capacity to quantify the laminar consuming 
speed of vaporous air-fuel blends. The laminar consuming 
speed is one of the key parameters that can additionally help in 
looking at properties like reactivity, diffusivity, and 
exothermicity of a specific fuel−air blend. Fuels like LPG and 
CNG consume more neatly than Petrol and as the impacts of 
environmental change turn out to be more articulated, it is 
important to comprehend these energizes as a practical option 
for what's to come. A few techniques for estimating the 
consuming speed have been analyzed and the fire proliferation 
tube strategy demonstrates a more prominent precision and a 
low capital speculation. The outcomes from the investigation 
demonstrate a surprising accuracy in the information with 
various readings at every proportionality proportion. Endless 
supply of the outcomes to the previous writing esteems, the 
charts bear an extraordinary likeness, yet the diagram got from 
the analysis has moved somewhat, the pinnacle speed 
(74cm/s) is acquired at equivalence ratio Φ=1.45, rather than 
Φ=1.2 in the information. A comparable ringer molded bend is 
gotten which matches different investigations comes about and 
the moving of the chart can be credited to the nature of the 
LPG fuel that was utilized. There is a lot of extension for 
future tests utilizing the setup that has been composed, now 
that its working and precision has been approved. Different 
powers can be utilized, and different parameters may likewise 
be analyzed. Changes to the setup itself are likewise 
conceivable to additionally improve the precision of the 
examination. 
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Introduction 

Laminar Burning Velocity is an indispensable parameter of an 
ignitable mix as it contains real information regarding 
reactivity, diffusivity and exothermicity. Its exact data is basic 
for engine layout, exhibiting of turbulent consuming, and 
endorsement of invention dynamic instruments. The devouring 
velocity is described as the immediate speed of the fire front 
average to itself regarding unburned gas, or as the volume of 
unburned gas ate up per unit time divided by the locale of the 
fire front in which that volume is consumed. With extended 
care about the outpourings of ozone exhausting substances, 
capable imperativeness usage and diminishment of toxin 
releases from consuming structures has tried start investigators 
in past decade. Elective invigorates, for instance, dense oil gas 
(LPG), are for the most part considered as flawless fills 
appeared differently in relation to diesel and gas. In this way, 
the introduction of these elective stimulates is significant for 
achieving clean start with higher copying capability, decreased 
fuel use, and lessened poison releases[1]. LPG finds wide 
applications stretching out from family unit warming and 
cooking to filling of auto vehicles. The correct learning of 
laminar devouring velocity is essential for finishing the 
common sense examinations of LPG as a substitute fuel in 
various start systems. The use of combustible gas as an 
essentialness source has been growing rapidly. Combustible 
gas is immaculate expending and includes about 90 percent 
methane (CH4)[4].  
Laminar expending speed is exceedingly useful for showing 
turbulent devouring velocity. Turbulent stream happens when 
a fluid encounters sporadic fluctuations and mixing. Laminar 
stream is portrayed as the stream which voyages effortlessly in 
standard ways or layers. There are various preliminary 
techniques used as a piece of getting the laminar devouring 
velocity of a gas-air mix[5]. An essential review of these 
procedures is available in the composition. LPG is 
comprehensively used as a piece of IC engines yet its real start 
properties, for instance, laminar expending speed is yet not 
developed, which can go about as a basic commitment for 
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engine illustrating. A champion among the most basic natural 
properties of any ignitable mix is its laminar expending speed. 
It depends upon the mix piece, temperature and weight. It is 
quantifiable typical for the mix. It is fundamental in an 
extensive variety of consuming based structures. For minute, 
in the framework of burners and start gathering of gas turbine, 
the fire speed must be proportional to the mix stream speed for 
an unfaltering fire to be procured. The fire for which laminar 
devouring rate is to be settled will be a premixed fire, where 
fuel and oxidizer are mixed well at sub-nuclear level before 
consuming. Instances of premixed fire are Bunsen burner, 
LPG neighborhood burner, SI Engine, Afterburner in fly 
engine. The movement of fuel-air mixture, flame front and 
products of combustion can be represented by Figure 1. 
 
                                          

 

 

Figure 1:  Flame  front  and  laminar  burning  velocity  
 
 
Methodology 

 

 
 
The technique chose for estimating laminar consuming speed 
is Tube strategy. It is an engendering strategy where fire front 
moves w.r.t. lab arrange. Ignitable blend is filled in the tube. 
On start toward one side, the fire proliferates through the tube. 
The time this fire takes for voyaging a separation of 1 meter is 
noted with help of stopwatch and consuming speed is figured. 
The flat tube is loaded with fuel-air blend. One end of the tube 

is open, the other shut. A fire is touched off at the open end of 
the tube and the time is recorded as the fire ventures to every 
part of the test segment. 
 

 Advantages  of  Tube  method:  
• Small  quantities  of  materials  needed.  
• Widely  applicable. 
• Simple  apparatus.  

  
Disadvantages of Tube method:  

• Cooling  effect  of  walls  create  errors.  
• Measurement  of  flame  area  is  difficult.  
• Only  an  average  burning  velocity  can  be  obtained.  

 

 

Experimental Setup 

Schematic of experimental setup with all equipments used in 
design of apparatus is shown in Figure 2. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2:  Schematic of experimental setup  
 

To blend LPG and air a Mixing Chamber is required which 
ought to be hearty and stable. Pressurized air and LPG will be 
gone through this blending chamber and after that into tube. 
 
Raw material used for  mixing  chamber:  
A rectangular iron  block.  
Figure 3 shows a mixing chamber with two inlets, one for air 
and other for LPG and one outlet for fuel-air mixture. 
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Figure 3:  Mixing Chamber 
 
Table 1 shows machining  operations that are  done  on  this  
iron  block  to  get  the  desired  size and  shape  that  fulfill  
the  purpose  of  mixing  two  fluids. 
Table 1: Machining operations perform on mixing chamber 

 
Machining operations Purpose 

 

Drilling 

o Two  holes  at  an  angle  
of  90o,  one for  inlet  of  
air  and  one  for  inlet  of  
LPG.   

o One hole for outlet of 
mixed fluid. 

Threading o On inlet of both holes. 
o On outlet side 

 
 

Air was accessible from the compacted air tank. A LPG 
chamber was additionally obtained. Packed air from tank is 
send to solenoid valve (for air) and LPG from barrel to 
solenoid valve (for fuel) with help of gas funnels. After this 
air and LPG are send to rotameters. From rotameters air and 
LPG are purchased to blending chamber. This blend is filled 
into the tube. The blend is ignited to check the flame at the 
strainer outlet as shown in Figure 4. 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Experimental Setup 

 

 

Results & Discussion 
Experiments  were  performed  on  the  set  up  for  various  
equivalence ratio starting from ϕ =1 as burning velocity in the 
rich mixture is greater than that is in the lean mixture and  
reading  were taken  for  the  time  taken  by  the  flame  to  
travel  a  distance  of  1  meter  in  the  test  section.  
 
Laminar burning velocity as measured experimentally is 
shown in Table 2 below. 
 
Table 2: Experimental measured Laminar Burning Velocity at 

different equivalence ratio 
 

Equivalence  

Ratio  

Air 

flow 

rate  

(LPM)  

Fuel 

flow 

rate  

(LPM)  

Time  

(sec)  

Velocity 

(cm/s)  

1  20  0.714  2.27  44.0  

1.1  20  0.786  1.90  52.6  

1.2  15  0.643  1.66  60.2  

1.3  15  0.696  1.53  65.3  

1.4  15  0.750  1.32  75.9  

1.5  15  0.803  1.39  72.0  

1.6  15  0.857  1.46  68.0  

 
 

Laminar consuming speeds have been ascertained 
computationally or tentatively by numerous analysts and there 
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is part of variety between their watched esteems. Be that as it 
may, the variety of laminar consuming speed with 
comparability proportion takes after a specific pattern. The 
Figure 5 acquired is a chime molded chart for relatively every 
hydrocarbon fuel and pinnacle is seen around ϕ = 1.3 to 1.5 for 
LPG-air blends. Since greatest fire speed was found at ϕ=1.4 
there was no compelling reason to begin the investigation any 
further past ϕ=1.6, additionally higher the estimation of 
Equivalence proportion, more will be the distinction between 
the genuine air-fuel proportion and stochiometric air-fuel 
proportion, which will bring about disgraceful ignition of fuel 
which will negate the goal of the experimentation as 
inappropriate fuel burning will bring about contamination of 
condition.  
 
                    

 
 

Figure 5: Graph showing variation of laminar burning  
   velocity with equivalence ratio for LPG-air mixture  
   at atmospheric conditions 
 

The focal point of the undertaking has been on the outline and 
manufacture of a setup that will effectively gauge the laminar 
consuming speed of a vaporous air-fuel blend. To test the 
accomplishment of the setup, the consuming speed for LPG-
air blend was estimated over a range of comparability 
proportions, all consumed at space temperature and standard 
barometrical weight. The outcomes that were acquired were 
very repeatable and regardless of estimating the time readings 
by stopwatch, the mistake between rehashed preliminaries 
never surpassed 0.1 seconds. Adjustments to the setup would 
incorporate utilizing a photograph touchy clock to begin and 
stop the time as the fire passes the settled focuses. This will 
give significantly higher exactness in the readings and kill 
human reflex mistake out and out. On the off chance that that 
measure is esteemed to be taken a toll ineffectual, at that point 
it can likewise be endeavored to expand the length of the test 
area to longer than 1 meter which will give more opportunity 

to the individual chronicle it. In any case, precautionary 
measure must be taken to guarantee that the fire spreading 
through the area is smooth and laminar.  
Future analyses on this setup should be possible utilizing an 
assortment of different vaporous fills also, for instance, CNG, 
propane, butane, hydrogen, and so forth. The diverse 
consuming speeds of these fills can be contrasted with see 
which consumes the quickest as we gradually turn towards 
interchange powers. The laminar consuming speed contains 
central data in regards to reactivity, diffusivity, and 
exothermicity. Its precise learning is basic for motor outline, 
displaying of turbulent burning, and approval of synthetic 
dynamic systems. Also, the assurance of consuming speed is 
critical for the computations utilized as a part of blast 
insurance and fuel tank venting. In this manner, the 
implications of seeing such properties for potential future fills 
can't be downplayed. The plan of the cylinder and motor can 
be made as needs be to expand fuel productivity at a state of 
greatest fire speed and that will likewise have the additional 
advantage of lessening thumping. Higher fire speed will 
compare to cleaner and more total consuming which is better 
for the earth. Notwithstanding the arrangement of LPG, which 
may change area to area, it is likewise achievable to gauge the 
impacts of diluents, and how they influence the consuming 
speed of the vaporous fuel. To additionally improve the 
exactness and the detail, computational examination should be 
possible on programming like Fluent, and recreations can be 
kept running on an assortment of parameters and that should 
give a reference point to contrast the exploratory outcomes 
with, without writing esteems. 
 

 

Conclusion 

The test estimations of laminar burning speed for LPG-air 
blends have been led for a scope of blends identicalness 
proportions utilizing Tube spread strategy . Burning speed 
variety gives a top for ϕ=1.4. The Burning speeds got from the 
examination on contraption manufactured in lab have 
overestimated values in correlation with the accessible writing 
information. The estimation of burning speed by the utilization 
of fire tube strategy is reasonable particularly when the blend 
is rich. 
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